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STILL NOT OUT OF THE WOODS
SHIPSIDES and BEGGS Projects
Chateau Gontier, France
Twigs and wire
40 x 1m
2015
 
A short text constructed out of lashed twigs hung on a tensioned wire on the end of woodlands near
Chateau Gontier, France. The work was also featured in David Michael Clarke and Anabell Hulaut's
exhibition OUTSIDE-IN at La Chapelle du Geneteil art space and in the RED FLOWERS
ROUNDABOUT Shipsides and Beggs video work.
It is an re-working of an ongoing work first made in the Dolomites, Italy in 2009 and the phrase
STILL NOT OUT OF THE WOODS featured as the title of the SHIPSIDES and BEGGS PROJECTS'
exhibition at the MAC, Belfast in 2012.
STILL NOT OUT OF THE WOODS is an umbrella phrase and concept for much of SHIPSIDES and
BEGGS PROJECTS' work.
 
 
 
 
